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A Case for 
Comprehensible Novels



Why use comprehensible readers?

1. Reading = INPUT 
2. Provides a foundation - at students’ pace - for higher levels 

of proficiency, reading comprehension, writing, grammar 
development 

3. Fosters the habit of reading
4. Allows for continuity from class to class and/or downtime for 

all (FVR)
5. Can be the basis of low/no-prep lesson planning



Teachers Pre-Reading Tips : 
THEMES

- READ novel to determine THEMES

- CREATE questions to involve students and 
get them thinking

- CREATE a slideshow or visuals to help get 
the conversation started





Teacher Pre -Reading Tips: 
VOCAB/STRUCTURES

- DETERMINE what VOCABULARY is repeated 
throughout the novel 

- CREATE questions (at students’ level) to 
allow them to absorb this new 
vocab/grammar

- USE images to reinforce this vocab/grammar 



Teacher Pre-Reading Tips: 
CULTURE

- DETERMINE what CULTURE TOPIC(S) are 
present in the novel 

- FIND short video/podcast resources to 
introduce the culture

- ENGAGE students as to why language and 
culture are inextricably linked



Examples of culture:

● Dialects & accents 
● Pastimes, etiquette & customs
● Fashion/Dress
● Family life
● Beliefs
● History
● Traditions & Celebrations
● Vocabulary
● Foods
● Weather

● Education
● Geography
● Social media
● Music
● Film & TV
● Legends
● Economy 
● Politics
● Customs



Pre-Reading Tips with Students:
BOOK COVER CHAT

- SHARE the cover of comprehensible reader 
with students to generate discussion

- ASK questions based on students’ level: 
yes/no for novice learners; more complex 
questions for upper-level students

Objective: Get them interested first and then have them 
use the target language!



Pre-Reading Tips with Students :
PICTURE CHAT

Like the COVER CHAT, but with illustrations from the book

Same strategy as before: show ‘em the illustrations!

Objectives: to get students to think about the story 
and what they might encounter when they read.

Other strategy: provide 4-5 images from the book, 
have students order them and tell their own story.



Pre -Reading Tips with Students:
CHAPTER TITLE SCRAMBLE*

*for books that have titled chapters

- TAKE chapter titles &  have students arrange them in the 
order THEY think the story will happen. Can be done 
individually or in groups

- DIRECT students to write a short story of their own telling 
about what they think happens in the story 

- ALLOW students to draw what they think the chapter is 
about and use the images to tell a partner what they think 
the story is about



During-Reading Tips:
COGNATE SEARCH

While reading the chapter (lower levels - teacher reads aloud 
while students read OR the students read the digital version as 
they listen to audio)

Students write down as many cognates as they read/hear from 
the chapter. Have them share and you can write the list on the 
board. 

Amazing how many words they will already recognize! 

Lowers the affective filter!



During-Reading Tips:
COMIC STRIP

everybody loves to draw - even college students!

DIRECT students to create a blank comic strip 
template by folding a piece of paper into 8 squares
- Students draw what happens in a chapter OR 

teacher creates 8 scenes in short, 
comprehensible sentences that are read to the 
students (students draw what they hear)

- Next day, have students pair up and retell 
chapter in the target language



You can create (or, even better, 
have students create) simple 
sentences to summarize the 
chapter for use with a comic 
strip, reordering of sentences 
for chapter comprehension.



After-Reading Tips:
STORYMAP the CHAPTER or NOVEL

Using a teacher-generated story map graphic 
organizer, students map out (in words) the 
information that reiterates the use of the 
super 7 verbs (the verbs most used in the 
language)
 

goes, is, has, wants, does, there is, likes





During-Reading Tips:
WHO SAID IT?

- CHOOSE quotes (or have students choose quotes) from 
different characters

- READ chosen quotes for a Who Said It? Game

- Depending on students’ language level, DIRECT students 
to create dialogue a character might say



After-Reading Tips:
Character Autopsy

- DIRECT students draw an outline of their 
character (or provide one)

- CHALLENGE students to dress the character and 
provide words, phrases or sentences for specific 
body parts. 

Example: Head= thoughts, hopes, concerns
Mouth = favorite quote from character 
Leg = where the character goes
Hand = what character does





After -Reading Tips:
Smash Doodle

A journal-like page that is bunch 
of images and words/phrases 
smashed together, kind of like a 
scrapbook page.  
Summary of a chapter or an 
entire book.



Example - External Resources used: 
Maria Maria: un cuento de un huracán

Podcast: La Brega (in English and Spanish)

Duolingo podcast: El embajador de mofongo (food)

Video: History of the Puerto Rico (brief) 

Music video: Hijos del cañaveral  use to compare with La borinqueña 
(national anthem of Puerto Rico)

Lyrics: Hijos del cañaveral

Vocab: Hijos del cañaveral (Song used for culture & history discussion while 
reading the story)

https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/la-brega
https://podcast.duolingo.com/episode-48-el-embajador-del-mofongo-the-mofongo-ambassador
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx_o1PWHdLA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_e4r805CX4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t1bubOAscPoTmNd9d38JPOBdfecEhumTjH2RcA20Rfg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_clyEu5iJe55cH_6TXhFM-2bma_8XG_UC4Q5tXWlEDc/edit


A non-comprehensive list of activities to use with readers



Where to learn more about how to use 
comprehensible readers:

1. Teacher’s Discovery YouTube channel 

2. Courses at Idioma Consulting 
(asynchronous, self-paced courses that I facilitate).

       Teaching Social Justice with Novels in the Spanish Classroom
Summer I 2023 (May 23 - July 1)

Novice Level Novels to Enhance Communication in the Spanish Classroom 
Spring 2023 (October 23 - December 8)

Discount code: JEND20



Contact me via my website: 
www.puenteslanguage.com


